Kinder
MAY 26 – MAY 29
Weekly Lessons

Kinder Pasco School District Educational Resources Lesson Week 7
Lesson: Add and Subtract fruits Time: 20 Minutes
Priority Standard: CC.K.OA.1, CC.KOA. 2
Background: Addition and subtraction problems with totals between 6 and 10
What you need: fruit cut-outs from previous lesson or see attached.

Model Addition by Buying Fruit
Use the grocery story fruit display you made from the previous lesson; or use the worksheet that is attached. You need
a different number (6-10) of each kind of fruit.
Ask your child to go to your grocery story and buy two kinds of fruit to make a fruit salad. The child will decide how
many of each kind to buy.
•
•

What two types of fruit do you want to buy? Example response: oranges and bananas
How many oranges and how many bananas? Example response: 3 oranges and 4 bananas.

Have the child take the fruit from the store while you count together to check that the correct number of pieces of fruit
is being bought. Record the child’s fruit as an equation. Example: 3 + 4 = ___
Have child count to get a total number of fruit. Have them show how to get the total by using the paper models, fingers,
etc. Make the connection to the equation 3 + 4 = 7 and show the paper models of 3 oranges and 4 bananas (partners of
7)

Model Subtraction by Buying Fruit
Use 8 oranges from the paper fruit models. Invite the child to count the oranges and to use subtraction to show how
many would be left in the store after the child bought 3 for the fruit salad. Discuss the subtraction expression that
would show buying 3 oranges could be represented as 8 – 3. Have the child solve the problem and discuss how the
subtraction problem is related to the partners of 8.

• 3 and what partner make 8? 5 (3 and 5 are partners of 8).
• What happens when you put 3 and 5 together? They make 8.
• What happens when you subtract, or take away, one partner? Sometimes when you subtract, you take away one
partner and the other is left.

Repeat the above activity for the bananas. Relate the two partner numbers
to the subtraction expression. One partner is bought for the fruit salad,
and the other partner is the number left at the store.

• The fruit bowl has 7 bananas. Jeff takes out 3 bananas to peel.
How many bananas are in the fruit bowl now?
Ask student how they might solve this problem and what tools, if any, they would use to help them.

Write the partners.

•

On the Back Draw a picture for the equation 6 = 2 + 4.
Draw the line to separate the partners.

Extension Activity

Extra Challenge
1. Create pictures with 3 or more groups of items. Two of those groups should combine to make 10.
For example,

4

+

6

10

+

3

+

3

= 13

Write the numbers. What is the total number of items you have?
2. Create a story that matches your pictures. Be creative! You could even think about how many more of
something you have.
For example,
Aiden wanted to make a fruit salad for his family. He has 4 pineapples and 3 bananas. He also has two more
apples than pineapples. How many pieces of fruit does Aiden have for his fruit salad?
3. Find the price of the item and (with help from an adult if needed) round it to the nearest whole dollar. If you
bought all the items shown in your pictures, about how much would they cost?
Ex.
= $2
4. If you only have $20 to spend, and must have at least 3 groups of items, what would you buy?

Modifications to Assignment

Activities to do as a family:

ELA- Week 7
Kinder

Vocabulary on the Go Write the letter D in the middle of a
sheet of paper. Then write this week’s vocabulary words, down
and do, around the letter. Have your child read the words. Then,
ask what letter is at the beginning of both words. Work with your
child to write other words that begin with the letter D.
Moon Changes Go outside at night with your child and observe the
shape of the moon. Talk with your child about how the appearance of
the moon changes in the sky each night.
Observe the moon for a month with your child. Draw a picture
of the moon each night and discuss its changes.
Internet Challenge You might enjoy looking at some photos that show
what the moon’s craters and ridges look like up closely. Search the
Internet for moon images.

Modifications
for Readers Who
Need Additional
Support:
-Go through the
“know/practice”
cards
-Flash cards may
be helpful. You can
also post these
somewhere in the
house so you can
refer to them.

Words to practice:

Practice Reading: Book 1 (If Book 1 is too hard, read Book 2, if Book 1 is too easy read Book 3)
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Practice Reading: Book 2
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Modifications for Readers Who Need Additional Support (Book 2, Time for Breakfast)
Read the book several times together (at least 3). Since this book has several sections, it is okay to do one
section at a time.
• The first time, you read to your child.
• The second time through, read together (you read one page, he/she reads the next and so on...).
• The third time through, encourage him/her to read it out loud to you.
Before reading the book, look at the cover and read the title. Discuss the book prior to reading it.
• What do you think this book is about?
• Why do you think that? What are some clues that tell you this?
Guiding questions during reading (it’s okay to stop to discuss these during reading):
• What foods did they have for breakfast?
• What animal family is this?
After reading activities/questions:
• Go through and find all the words with the long ‘e’ sound
o Long vowel sounds are vowel sounds pronounced the same as the name of the letter.
o Long ‘e’ is the vowel sound represented by the e in me.
• Draw a picture of your favorite foods.
• Practice the letter Ee
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Practice Reading: Book 3
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Writing Prompt:
When people share what they think about a book they’ve read, they are giving their
opinion.
Select book 1, 2 or 3. Then give an opinion about your favorite part (e.g., The chase was
very exciting) Respond to the literature (book 1, 2, or 3) with your opinion and sketch a
picture.
Repeat this activity with another book.
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Modifications for Writers Who Need Additional Support:
•
•

•

Complete the writing activity together.
Activity 1: My Book Review (Help your child complete the book review. / What did
they think about it? / Was it amazing (5 stars)? Or just okay (3 stars)?) (Complete the
sentence frames.) Activity 2: New Cover Have your child draw and color a new
book cover for the book you read. Focus on one sentence/section at a time. Help
your child write their thoughts down (help with spelling if needed)
If necessary, you can write their responses and have them copy it. However,
encourage your child to write their own thoughts.
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Extensions for Writers needing an extra challenge:
Have your student create a vertical, horizontal, or diagonal line by selecting three tasks below to complete.
Some options below ask student to create videos. If you prefer your student not make videos, they can create
“stand-up” presentations in front of their family in their living room instead.
What are the three best food
to eat? Share your opinion in a
picture book for your friends.

Should kids have homework? Share your
opinion in a letter to this year’s teacher
or next year’s teacher.

Don’t forget to include
descriptive details about this
food when sharing your
opinion!

Don’t forget to include examples from
your experiences when sharing your
opinion!

What are the three best
technologies to have in a
classroom? Share your opinion
in a picture book for your
friends.

What is the best part of learning at
home? Share your opinion in a letter to
your family.

Don’t forget to include
descriptive details about the
technologies when sharing
your opinion!
What are the three best games
to play that help kids make
friends? Share your opinion in a
picture book for your friends.
Don’t forget to include
descriptive details about the
games when sharing your
opinion!
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Don’t forget to include examples from
your experiences when sharing your
opinion!

Should kids have more or less recess?
Share your opinion in a letter to this
year’s teacher or next year’s teacher.
Don’t forget to include examples from
your experiences when sharing your
opinion!

Should your teacher have a
class pet next year? Share your
opinion in one-minute video or
speech for this year’s teacher
or next year’s teacher.
Don’t forget to include reasons
why it is/is not a good idea
from both the students’ and
the teacher’s perspectives!
Should your teacher let friends
sit next to each other in class?
Share your opinion in oneminute video or speech for this
year’s teacher or next year’s
teacher
Don’t forget to include reasons
why it is/is not a good idea
from both the students’ and
the teacher’s perspectives!
Should your teacher allow
snacks in class? Share your
opinion in one-minute video or
speech.
Don’t forget to include reasons
why it is/is not a good idea
from both the students’ and
the teacher’s perspectives!
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Pasco School District Educational Resources
SEL Week 7 – Mindfulness
Kindergarten
What you need:
Electronic device connected to the internet that can play videos
Paper
Crayons, Markers, or Colored Pencils
Pencil

Lesson:
1. Listen to the Mind Yeti audio clip, Hello Thoughts (4:22)
https://www.stitcher.com/podcast/mind-yeti/e/68083179?autoplay=true
In the listening piece, you will learn about your “Hubbubless” – the thoughts, feelings,
and sensations that float in and out of your mind.

2. Discuss the following questions with your student:
• How did you feel after listening to the Hello Thoughts audio clip?
• Using your “Yeti body” (back straight, feet or legs resting on the floor), think about
something good that has happened to you recently.
• Share your thoughts with a family member.
Activity:
Draw a picture of you doing one of your favorite things.

